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INFORMATION & REMINDERS 


	English: We are getting close to the ending of our class book, The Iron Man. Children will continue to use this text as a basis for their English work next week, however lessons will focus very much on specific grammar skills.Children will learn about expanded noun phrases, passive and active verbs and using modal verbs to indicate degrees of possibility.If you would like some support in understanding these terms take a look at the following website:http://www.theschoolrun.com/primary-literacy-glossary-for-parents
	Maths: Next week sees the start of a new unit of work; Additive Reasoning. Children will cover a number of learning objectives utilising all four operations. Children will perform mental calculations with mixed operations and larger numbers. Using their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations children will solve addition and subtraction multi step problems within different contexts. Children will be encouraged to think independently to decide on which method and operation most lends itself to solving the problems they have.In preparation for this week, some revision of times tables would be useful.
	Other: Thank you to all those parents who were able to attend the Project Week Launch yesterday evening. For those who were unable to attend, a follow up email with a presentation from the company and trip details will be sent out shortly. Please check it for details.Children will be taking part in a number of different fundraising events in order to raise money for Project Week. We greatly thank you for your support in this. Children may plan events outside of school and again, we thank you for your supervision and support with these events. All money raised is to be given to the class teacher, clearly labeled with the child's name, amount of money raised and method of fundraising. Thank you.• School photographs - 6B and 6C - Tuesday 22nd September; 6A and 6D - Friday 25th September. Please ensure students are dressed in the correct summer uniform.• Homework is due back on Monday 21st September.• Family Picnic - Sunday 20th September• Settling in reports to parents - Friday 25th September
	TOPICS: The Making New Materials unit of work is going from strength to strength. With just a few weeks to go on this unit, children are busy carrying out numerous investigations and experiments in order to meet and master certain objectives and skills. Next week, we will be using our knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to find out how mixtures can be separated by filtering, sieving and evaporating. The children will be able to draw on knowledge acquired in previous lessons to make scientific predictions on what may happen when they combine materials to form a mixture and then try to separate them. They will attempt to separate materials using a sieve, filter paper and by heating and evaporating.Key vocabulary next week will include: reversible, irreversible, conductor, insulator, magnetic, heat, temperature


